
THE WALL PERFORMS A number of functions. The elements responsible for

performing these functions must be continuous throughout an enclosure, particu-

larly at the transitions (for example, at the interfaces of fenestration with adjacent

assemblies). A discontinuity almost always causes a functional weakness or out-

right failure. In my practice I use a system of layering that helps me accomplish

the principles of facade engi-

neering. I visualize layers for

waterproofing, thermal insula-

tion, vapor retarder, air barrier,

etc. The goal is to keep all lay-

e r s co nt inuo us,  no  m at t e r

what part of vertical or hori-

zontal section of building enve-

lope is analyzed.

Figure 1 and Figure 2 are

an example of an analysis per-

formed on curtain wall details.

The building enclosure’s layers

are represented with colored,

dashed lines. In this example,

not only are all the major lay-

ers kept continuous, but also

no sealant is used to perform

any essential facade function.

This type of rainscreen detail is

seldom seen in the U.S. The

rain screen wall is unfamiliar to

many contractors and comes

with a greater initial cost for

owners. 

The typical layers include:

weather screen, insect or bird

screen, vapor-permeable wa-

terproofing, vapor-imperme-

able waterproofing, thermal in-

sulation, acoustical insulation, fire isolation,

smoke isolation, vapor barrier and air seal.

Special layers may include blast resistance,

burglar resistance and bullet resistance.

Most  of these  funct ions can also  be

tagged with the required unit and value, for

example fire rat ing min 1hr, vapor retarder

max 1 perm (57 ng/s• m2• Pa), air barrier min

45 psf (2,155Pa), etc. This is particularly

useful where the values change, for exam-

ple where horizontally positioned R20 (RSI-

3.10) insulation transitions into vertical R10

(RSI- 1.76) insulation.
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Figure 1.  Details to be analyzed.

Figure 2.  Analysis of details.

Figure 4.  

How to Design Facade Interfaces

Figure 3.

Bird screen interrupted at each mullion of a stepped curtain wall.



Some materials perform more than

one function. The most demanding appli-

cations will require particular focus on the

choice of the proper material and connec-

t ions. In this example , the  pe r ime te r

me mbrane  act s as the  wate rproofing

membrane, the vapor retarder, and the

air barrier all in one. In this case the most

demanding function is the air barrier be-

cause a membrane material has to resist

perhaps 20psf (958Pa) positive and nega-

t ive pressure differential or  more, and

transfer the load to the assembly. Design

wind pressure establishes the perform-

ance criteria and describes the in-service

need for physical durability of the layer, as

opposed to the 1.57psf (75Pa) air perme-

ance  t e st ing pre ssure  list e d in ASTM

E2178 which merely establishes accept-

ability as an air barrier material.

In Figure 1 and Figure 2, one would

specify a thick, puncture-and-tear-resist-

ant elastomeric membrane, mechanically

clamped at its terminations. A metal flash-

ing would be inappropriate because of the

vertical movement the flashing has to ac-

commodate at the head.

O nce one  determines exact ly what

function is performed by the particular

material, one is more likely to avoid com-

mon mistakes. O ne common mistake in

this example is the placement of insula-

tion below the bottom mullion and above

the top mullion. As a result of this action,

condensation forms on the interior side of

the vapor barrier in cold climates. Once

one realizes where the vapor barrier is lo-

cated, this mistake should not happen.

See Figure 5, reprinted from “Glass and

Me t al C ur t ain  Wall Syst e m s” (R. L.

Q uiroue t t e , ht tp://ir c.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/

pubs/bsi/82-3_e.html).

All sections of the enclosure opening

have to be designed in one process: jamb,

head, spandrel, sill, etc. The layers pic-

tured at each section must be located at

the same respective wall depth and posi-

tion around a perimeter of an opening.

O therwise , a wall would be  non-con-

structible, or gaps in the corners would

be created. A common error of this kind

is demonstrated by the two details repro-

duced below which belong to the same,

straight masonry opening, according to

the elevation.

Note in Figure 6 how the distance

between the face of the curtain wall and

the brick veneer varies. The analysis of

the weather shield continuity allows for

an early detection of such an error. The

analysis of the details above reveals also

some other problems. We encourage the

reader to analyze these details in context

(available at www.wbdg.org/design) and

compare with the logic presented in this

discussion.

The major facade layers are penetrated

at  the  anchors. The  suppor t  funct ion

should be decoupled from the need for

sealing; these two functions are typically

done by different  t rades and specified

separately. See Figure 7. The thermal in-

sulation is discontinuous, bridged by con-

ducting elements and the vapor retarder

is placed on its outer side, suggesting the

details are unsuitable for a cold or mixed

climate. Note the incorrect placement of
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Figure 5.  Source:  R.L.  Quirouette,  “Glass and Metal Curtain Wall Systems”.

Figure 6.

Figure 7.



air barrier, sealed to the non-continuous bottom tran-

som. This error is particularly evident at the corners of a

curtain wall. This is also a potential problem when a de-

signer decides to use a transom different than a mullion,

either for economy or aesthetics—see Figure 8 show-

ing a corner of a curtain wall sill.

The principle of continuity holds true no matter what

scale is considered. In the scale of the whole building, a

designer has to determine where the layers are located

with regard to all rooms and partitions. Typically, the for-

gotten spaces are those above suspended ceilings of

overhangs, resulting in bursting, frozen plumbing in cold

climates. According to ASHRAE statistics, frozen sprin-

kler pipes are the biggest single cause of mold in New

York City.

See  Figure 9 showing the  properly condit ioned

overhang space and the photograph showing the uncon-

ditioned space separated thermally from the building by

the insulated wall. See Figure 10 for magnified detail of

the curtain wall head from the good example above.

A different, but equally important example is a fre-

quent violation of fire and smoke compartmentalization

in cavity walls. Typically a rated slab is bypassed by an

exterior wall cavity, which in turn opens to the building

interior at deflection joints, and is not sealed by rated

materials at the fenestration openings’ perimeters above

and below.

Fire and smoke transmission among compartments is

further assured by stack or chimney effect. See Figure

11 for detailed drawings of a masonry wall with a loose

lintel in a high-rise building and the photographs taken in

Figure 13 and Figure 14, in the field. In this example,

the outer sheathing of the backup wall is made of com-

bustible plastic foam. The distance between the loose

lintels and the slabs varies from floor to floor; the result-

ing gap effectively connects compartments. The design-

er not only forgot about the fire code, the building is lo-

cated in a cold climate zone too. As a result, the risk of

condensation is increased because the thermal insulation

layer is interrupted, and is unprotected by a vapor re-

tarder; thermal bridging is effected by concrete, metal,

and wood elements. The spacing of brick veneer ties do

not meet code, but this problem is irrelevant to the cur-

rent discussion. See Figure 12.

The photos in Figure 13 were taken when the brick

veneer was already being erected, after the substrate

had been accepted by the masons. The joints around

wall panels remained unsealed; an observer can see

through the crack. Moisture problems are likely to de-

velop due to the condensation induced by an unpre-

dictable pattern of air leakage and discontinuity of the

drainage plane. The mechanical system may negatively

pressurize the interior walls and suck the humid outside

air inside in summer; a positive pressure in the apart-

ments would blow the moist interior air to the outside

in winter. The interruptions of both the lintel and the

thru-wall flashing ensure  chimney effect  in the  wall 
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Figure 11.

Figure 10.

Figure 8.  Examples of transom discontinuity.

Figure 9.



cavity. A transfer of insects, odors and sound among apart-

ments through the open cavity are among probable side ef-

fects.

The photos in Figure 14 show the misalignment between

the face of insulating sheathing and concrete. The tape reads

over 2 in. (5 cm). In the above drawings, construction toler-

ances, particularly the cast-in place concrete tolerance is not

anticipated. The air barrier was installed in a discontinuous

fashion which creates problems. 

Continuity must also be maintained through movement

joints. An average curtain wall typically has several movement

joints differing in direction and magnitude of designed move-

ment. Typically the floor deflection joints are most vulnerable.

Each layer has to be constructed in such a way as to accom-

modate the designed movement. 

The process of design sometimes requires compromises. If

you follow this method, you will soon discover that many

popular design practices, materials and systems don’t work,

and no economical method may exist to solve the problem

and keep the layers continuous. Remember, there are two

price tags attached to each compromise: the long term cost

and the initial cost. Many good solutions are available from

countries employing sophisticated construction techniques, in-

cluding Great Britain, Germany and Canada. My favorite ex-

ample is thermally broken lintels and balcony slab systems

produced by foreign manufacturers. See Figure 15 and  Fig-

ure 16. There is an increasing demand for them in North

America. �
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JOINT BTW. STUD W ALL AND CONC. COLUMN INTERRUPTION OF BOTH LINTEL AND FLASHING

MISALIGNMENT BTW. STUD W ALL AND CONCRETE SLAB INTERRUPTION OF BOTH INSULATION AND AIR BARRIER
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